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When you encounter bare 

URLs, you can use refill

[[WP:Refill]]

[[User:Zhaofeng Li/refill]]

https://tools.wmflabs.org/refill/

Bookmark it!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Bare_URLs
https://tools.wmflabs.org/refill/


What does refill do for you?

It fills in certain minimal citation 

parameters & consolidates citations.

Example from Ziprasidone article, 

before:
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Zi

prasidone&oldid=742919985#References

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ziprasidone&oldid=742919985#References


What does refill do for you?
(continued)

Example from Ziprasidone article, 

diff:

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Zi

prasidone&diff=next&oldid=742919985

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ziprasidone&diff=next&oldid=742919985


What does refill do for you?
(continued)

It really works well with Google books!

Example from Midway Atoll article diff:

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Midway_Atoll&diff=prev&oldid=739730422


Onto the OCLC #

This is how the Ezra Meeker bibliography 
looked when it appeared as the featured 

article on June 21, 2013. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ezra_Meeker&oldid=561019205#Books_by_Ezra_Meeker

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ezra_Meeker&oldid=561019205#Books_by_Ezra_Meeker


OCLC # (continued)

What's wrong with this picture?

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ezra_Meeker&oldid=561019205#Books_by_Ezra_Meeker

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ezra_Meeker&oldid=561019205#Books_by_Ezra_Meeker


OCLC # (continued)

What's wrong with this picture?
The circled dates indicate works in the 
public domain, yet there are no links!

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ezra_Meeker&oldid=561019205#Books_by_Ezra_Meeker

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ezra_Meeker&oldid=561019205#Books_by_Ezra_Meeker


Most of Ezra Meeker's works 
should be in the public domain, 

therefore it is likely that they have 
been scanned & are online.

Copyright law of the United States#Duration of copyright

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copyright_law_of_the_United_States#Duration_of_copyright


OCLC to the rescue … but what is OCLC?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OCLC

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OCLC


But you may have heard of it in this context:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interlibrary_loan

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interlibrary_loan


More specifically ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interlibrary_loan#Resource_sharing_networks

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interlibrary_loan#Resource_sharing_networks


Fortunately, you don't have to be a 
librarian to access OCLC numbers ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WorldCat

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WorldCat


WorldCat home page

https://www.worldcat.org/


The end state ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ezra_Meeker&oldid=681708726#Books_by_Ezra_Meeker

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ezra_Meeker&oldid=681708726#Books_by_Ezra_Meeker


But why use the OCLC when there is the ISBN?

Only books published after 1970 consistently received ISBNs.



ISBN OCLCversus

 Tends to drive users to 
online book sellers, 
implying payment

 Covers only certain 
median like books, 
eBooks, CD's, …

 Only for publications 
after 1970

 Tends to drive users to 
libraries and sometimes 
online sources. The latter 
may be free, subscription, 
or inaccessible

 Covers anything that can 
be cataloged: books, 
online, articles, 
periodicals, microfilm, 
microfiche, theses, 
monographs, archival 
material, one-off 
publications, audio 
records, etc. …

 Any publication published 
at anytime



The DOI versus the URL
In a citation template, a Document 

Object Identifier (DOI) may be used 

with or in place of a URL. Here are 

the advantages of using a DOI. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Digital_Object_Identifier#Why_use_DOI.3F

DOI links also have a more scholarly connotation.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Digital_Object_Identifier#Why_use_DOI.3F


How to establish anchors for use 

with the template suite supporting 

shortened footnotes and Harvard 

referencing:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Cite_book#Anchor

Anchor

ref: the citation's HTML anchor identifier. When set, |ref=ID

generates an anchor with the given ID (the id attribute in the 

citation's <cite id="ID"> HTML tag). Setting |ref=ID identifies the 

template as a target and allows wikilinking to full references, 

especially useful with short-form citations like shortened notes

and parenthetical referencing. The special value |ref=harv

generates an anchor identifier suitable for use with {{sfn}} and 

{{harv}} templates. When |mode=cs2 defaults to |ref=harv. See 

Template:Citation/doc § Anchors for Harvard referencing 

templates. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Cite_book#Anchor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citing_sources/Further_considerations#Wikilinks_to_full_references
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citing_sources#Shortened_footnotes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Parenthetical_referencing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Sfn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Harv
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Citation/doc#Anchors_for_Harvard_referencing_templates


Harvard referencing

All you practically need to know:
• Mandatory: |ref=harv

As in {{cite book | … |ref=harv}} or any other Citation 

Style 1 or Citation Style 2 ( {{Citation}} ) template.

• The shortened footnote template {{sfn}}, which 

does not need to be with in <ref></ref> tags but are 

only suitable for singular use

• Parameters

• The {{Harvard citation no bracket}} or {{Harvnb}}, 

which typically needs to be used within <ref></ref> 

tags & is thus suitable for reuse with the <ref 

name="your label here“ /> construct.

• Parameters

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Sfn#Parameters
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Harvard_citation_no_brackets#Parameters


Harvard referencing

examples

• Simple {{sfn}} with |ref=harv

Mary Polly Paʻaʻāina

• In progress, mixed use of {{sfn}} & 

{{harvnb}} with |ref=harv

Anton Chekhov

• A start to finish implementation of 

{{sfn}} & {{harvnb}} with |ref=harv

Kit Bakke

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary_Polly_Paaaina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anton_Chekhov
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Kit_Bakke&diff=743106490&oldid=743105887


The future: Citations in Wikidata

What the French Wikipedia is doing 

The citation data in Wikidata

Q23906197

How is used in French Wikipedia

Chocolat

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q23906197
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chocolat#Bibliographie

